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About; t;his paper
Morocco is one of UNECA's Member States that have made great cchievements In terms of
environmental management and environmental education In recent years. In 2012 the country
adopted its National Charter for Environment and Sustainable Development. It Is CUfTently
developing two national swategies for environmental protection and sustainable development
national and reg iona l observatories 01the environment and sustainable development have been
established and work is under way to define Sustainable Development indicators.

Despite the progress achieved In several areas, the country Is still confronted with serious
challenges like the degradation 01agrIcultural 501ls, the increase In chronic respiratory diseases
caused by ai r pollution, the weak control of the industrial sector's negative impad on the quality
of water resources. This situation is foremost explained by the limitatlons in the legal and
regulatory framework, the Ineffective system of environmental monitoring, the Inadequacy
01funds allocated to the sector and the lock of expertise.

In order to reinforce the Integration of environmental Issues Into all sectors. and to Improve
environmental management, Morocco became interested In m aking a systemic, in-depth
analysis of a number of sedoral and cross-sectoral issues that affed the environment, such as
environmental legislation, governance, monitoring, environmental education, economic and
financial instruments as well as international cooperation, The choice fell on undertaking an
Environmental Performance Review (EPR).

The United Nations Economic Commission lor Africa, In collaboration with the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe, supported the process 01undertaking the EPR, and wishes to
share the successful experience with the North Africa sub-region and with the continent at large.

This advocacy paper alms at demonstrating the advantages and the usefulness for a country, to
undertake an Environmental Performance Review, by using the Moroccan example. It gives the
background, the objective and the key phases of an Environmental Performance Review (EPR). It
focuses on the lessons learnt from the EPR process In Morocco and the potential benefits in using
the EPRasa decision making tool.

The EPR is a strategic tool that allows for an in-depth analysis of a country's environmental
problems, and identifies the best approaches and measures for implementation, In order to
improve environmental performance.



The Environmenlial
Performance Review
- whali is ili?

An EPR is an ind epend ent analysis of
a country' s env ironmental management that
identifies proqress made, good practicesand
makes re commendations to improve
environmental polic ies and programmes. The
pIoryling of on EPR is based on the identification
o f the areas where environmental concerns
ore most cruc ial. This is done in collaboration
with the coun try in question.

The fo llow ing major areas are c overed :

l} Environmental Management of: o ir. water,
nature/biodiversity a nd waste management.
often the core tasks of Environment Ministries
and related Agencies.

ii) Sustainable Development defined in terms
integra ting environmental consid era tions into
economic and socia l policies.

iii) Inte rnational Com mi tments and (global.
regional and b ilateral) co-operation on
environmental matters (such as transboundory
a ir and water p o llution. transboundary
movement o f waste. marine and climate
c ha ng e issues ...1.





History

In 199 1 the OECO launched the EPR program, initially lor its member countries. before it was
extended to OECD non-members. in 1993. The institution in c harge for the letter programme
is UN Economic Commission for Europe jUNECE).

In October 2010. the Moroccan Secretory of State for Water and Environment turned to the
United Notions Economic Commission for Europe IEeEI with a request for an EPR. Although
Morocco is not port of the EeE region, the EeE's Committee o n Environmental Policy ICEP)
agreed to support the review. This initiative is the first that the ECE has undertaken outside
o f its region.

The executive Secretary of the EeE sought the collaboration of the United Nations Ec onomic
Commission for Africa {UNECAI whom c onfirmed its wmingness to coopera te in undertaking the
EPR. under ECE leadership. UNECA in turn designated its sub-fegianal office for North Africa. to
which Morocco is a Member State. The Office mobilized part of the funds required for the
preparation of the EPR and lor the organization of the expert group meeting on environmental
performance.



EPR: THE KEY STEPS

Expert Review Meeting

The Expert Review meeti'lg focuses on the recomrnendaKons
made in the draft report. The reviewed counhy Is
repesented by a delegaHon and has the possibility to
comment on the evaluation and the proposed
recommendations. Observers are also invited, coming
from NGOs, the plvate sector. international partners as
well as from countries in the region. The recommendations
are only finalized once the counhy delegation has given
Ih consent.

Peer review

The peer review Is undertaken by a body. the ECE's
Committee on Environmental Policy. to which all the
member states have designated representatives.
The reviewed counhy's delegation Is headed by a high
level government official, often the Minister or the
Secretary of State. The delegates present from the
reviewed counhy have an Important role to provide
additional information and to answer questions raised by
the peers. After having discussed the recommendations
and the possible amendments, the CEP approves the EPR
report.



Lessons Learnt; from
bhe Moroccan experience

Morocco is the first African country who has
undertaken an EPR. The country consider the
review of its environmental performance as a
strategic tool that complements the ongoing
eHorts to reduce the costs of environmental
degradation and as one that contributes to
the achievement of the sustainable
development goals.

The EPR 01 MQfocCO covers the period
2003-2012 and provides a critical analysis of
the progress mode in achieving the objectives
of the national environmental policy and of
international environmental commitments.
The report provides concrete recommendations
on how performance could be improved in
the domains and sectors covered: regulatory
instruments for environmental protection,
monitoring. information and education,
economic and financial instruments for
environment. international cooperation, air
protection, water management. waste
management. biodiversity and protected
crecs. health, industry. energy and agiculture.

The report was prepared by an international
multidisciplinary expert team. based on the
contributions from the Moroccan stakeholders.
following the step by step process previously
described.

An action plan for the implementation
of the recommendations will be
established after a broad consultation
between the Department lor
Environment. the national stakeholders
and relevant partners.

In order to adapt the EPR to its specific
country context. Morocco chose to include a
number of key sectors. agriculture. energy.
water management. health. industry, waste
management. biodiversity and ar pollution.
These sectors ploy a major role to economic
and social development. os Morocco
currently is heavily dependent of food and oil
imports. In addition. the country's vulnerability
to climate change is high. By improving
environmental management in general and



in these sectors in particular it will allow the country to seize the opportunity to increase productivity
and competitiveness, diversify its economy and create sustainable jobs. It is evident that more
integrative policy making and planning would benefit not only the environment. but in the long
term also the sustainability of these other sectors.

The analysis of each sector resulted in specific recommendations. The recommendations for the
agriculture sector addressed the issues of land tenure lor agricultural producers. the application of
sustainable agricultural techniques. soil protection and the role of National Agency for the Sanitary
Safety of Food Products. For the sectors industry, health and energy. recommendations targeted:
ways to improve the monitoring of the environmental pressured exercised by industrial activities on
the environment with the ultimate goal of transiting to a sustainable industry; institutional measures
needed to better organize the management of the health/environment nexus including legislative
proposals; and the strengthening of the role of private investors in renewable energy financing
through incentive measures and the reform of the electricity pricing policy.

Cross-cutting issues such as institutional and policy frameworks. environmental legislation,
governance and cooperation were also addressed. The need for a solid legal basis for monitoring
to be developed as well the need for the establishment of an integrated environmental
information system on the state of the environment were highlighted.

Also to be underlined, the Moroccan government received encouragements to continue building
synergies in its efforts to implement the various multilateral environmental agreements that the
country has ratified.



Benefibs of bhe EPR

The Moroccan experience has been very pos
itive and rich in terms of lessons learnl. The EPR
contributed to strengthening of both
knowledge and capacity in the country.
Specific recommendations were made
targeting envi"onmental legislation
improvement as well as strengthening of
instiMional franewc::rl:::s. n pc:rtictb' concemng
institutional coordination and the participation
01 key actors.

The EPR can a lso be used in
environment education efforts. which
was particularly highlighted as an
advantage by Morocco.

As for many policy areas. environmental
management is hampered due to a lack of
funds. The EPR recommendations propose
specific tools. such as permit systems. polluter
lees. tariff reform to improve cost recovery
and financial sustainability of the water
sector services.



The EPR pays special attention to the issue of
environmental monitoring and data
collection. and countries receive specific
feedback on how to improve the continuous
gathering and analysis of data.

The national ownership for the EPR
process is fundamental for making the
necessary information available. for
writing the report as well as for the
willingness to implement the final
recommendations.

The strength of the EPR lies not only in the
end-product. but also in the process itself.
Although some topics are covered in all EPRs,
countries have the possibility to tailor the
report to suit their specific needs.

The multidisciplinary character and the
experience of the team in charge of
preparing the report allow for a good
understanding of the challenges and lor
formulating recommendations that respond
to country capacity and needs.



Promobing bhe exchange of informabion among counbrles
The EPR offers several occasions for the reviewed country to interact with the European
country representatives. members of the Committee of Environmental Policy at EeE. These
representatives have a profound experience of environmental issues and their infegration
into public policy. During the peer review session, the feedback given contribute to a better
understanding of the challenges in a given country, and help fine-tune the recommendations to
ensure that they offer an adequate policy response. that can be put in use.

Inbegrabing bhe environmenbal dimension inbo public policy

and bhe secbors
The EPR is a mainstreaming tool - it allows for countries to cross-examine how we ll
integrated environmental concerns are in other key sectors of the economy and in social
policy. It is also considered as a tallow-up tool tor monitoring the commitments made
at Rio+20.

Promobing greaber accounbabiliby bo bhe public

The EPRs can be used by the government as an advocacy tool in the national dialogue on
environment and sustainable development.

Sbrengbhening cooperabion wibh bhe inbernabional communiby

African countries are parties to many global and regional environmental conventions. The
EPR can give recommendations on implementation of these agreements and conventions.
A country having undergone an EPR also have a rich national resource to use when they
take part in the elaboration of the international policy formulation on environment.





The EPR - a nool
for environmential
governance in Africa

The econorries of AfricCTI countries ae
dependent on national resooces. the pIotform
for the daly jves of people. A coherent body of
envronrnentd poky has been developed over
the past years crtd steady prog-ess has been
mode n terms of sensitiza tion, copocity building,
consolidation of legal. ins~tutionol and regulatOl)'
frameworks, including the integration of
ecological perspectives into notional
development strategies.

However, the implementation of these potces is
not yet satisfactory and the envroomentcl
degradation is ongoing. The coherent integation
of envronmental challenges tlYough a
multisectorial approach is recessov n order to
achieve the continenfs long and rredorn term
deveccrrent objectives. The EPR con contrbJte
to these objectives and to iTIproWlg decision
makilg processes.
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To learn more on how to use the EPA in your CO\XItiry,

contact UNECA's Office for North Africa for further infonnallion.

Ms Karima Bounemra Ben Soll:iane. Directior

Office for North Africa
Secteur 3 . AS, Rue Affine , Hay Rvod. Rabaf
B.P. 2062, Rabat Ryad. Maroc
Telephone : (2121- 5 37 717829 & 5 37 715613
I elecople : (212)- 5 37 71 2702
E·mail: srdc-na@uneca.org
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